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1. INTRODUCTION 
The vector differential equation 
VxK+mK=Q, m#Q (1.1) 
was first discussed by Beltrami [l] and vector fields obeying this differential 
equation are termed Beltrami fields. Solutions have been given to this equation 
by Chandrasekhar and Kendall [2] which may be expressed in terms of 
toroidal and poloidal fields. 
The generalized Beltrami equation 
V x K + mK = Cp, m a nonzero constant (1.2) 
occurs in the theory of electromagnetic fields (see Appendix), and it was 
shown by Zin in Ref. [3] that, if V is a volume over which Eq. (1.2) holds, 
with a bounding surface S and an outward normal n, then if P,, is a point 
within the volume, 
s 
[(n*V#)K-(n XV+) x K+m$n x K]dd 
S 
+ ax) V$ - m+D] d7 = K(r,), (1.3) 
where 
* = aeiml~-‘,l + be-imlr-r,l 
47rl Y - Yg ( (1.4a) 
and 
a+b=l. (1.4b) 
For example, if the time variation is e iot, and the field is outgoing at infinity, 
a is zero and b unity. 
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Thus the solution of Eq. (1.2) is given by Eq. (1.3) which, in fact, results 
from an application of Green’s Integral Theorem to the curl of Eq. (1.2). 
It is the purpose of this note to show that solutions to Eq. (1.2) may be 
obtained in alternative forms which may be more convenient for some 
purposes. The first solution is a generalisation of the fields discussed by 
Chandrasekhar and Kendall, and depends on the fact that K, the solution 
of Eq. (1.2) will be a function of the parameter m. The second solution follows 
by the use of Green’s Dyadic. 
2. EXTENSION OF CHANDFMEKHAR AND KENDALL’S WORK 
As K is a function of m, it will be the sum of an even and an odd function of 
m. Similarly, @ may be regarded as the sum of even and odd functions of m. 
Actually, if Q, is independent of m, only the even function exists, but it is 
convenient to include the possibility of @ depending on m. Let 
Let 
K=X+mY. (2.la) 
@=A+mB. (2.lb) 
X, Y, A, B will all be even functions of m. Equation (1.2) thus becomes 
V x (X+mY)+m(X+mY)=A+mB, 
which splits up into the two vector differential equations 
VxX+m2Y=A (2.2a) 
and 
VxY+X=B. (2.2b) 
It follows from these that 
X=B-VxY, 
Y = m-Z(A - V x X), 
V*X=V.B, 
V . Y = m--T * A. 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
(2.3~) 
(2.3d) 
Eliminating successively X and Y, different types of solutions follow. 
Eliminating X, 
-Vx(VxY)+m*Y=A-VxB, (2.4) 
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which may be written, using Eq. (2.3d), as 
V2Y + m2Y = V(V . Y) - V x (V x Y) + m2Y 
= A - V x B + m-2V(V * A) 
giving a solution 
(2.5) 
K=B-V x Y+mY. (2.6) 
Similarly, eliminating Y, 
-Vx(VxX)+m2X=m2B-VXA (2.7) 
which may be written, using Eq. (2.3~) as 
V2X+m2X=V(V*X)-V x(V xX)+m2X 
= m2B - V x A + V(V . B) (24 
giving a solution 
K = X + m-‘(A - V x X). (2.9) 
It may be verified that the expressions given by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.9) do in 
fact satisfy Eq. (1.2). 
Clearly, if @ = 0, solutions to Beltrami’s equation are given by 
where 
K = X - m-IV x X, (2.10) 
-V X (V X X) + m2X = (V2 + m2)X = 0. (2.11) 
(This follows because for the Beltrami equation X must be solenoidal.) 
The solution in terms of Y is, in this case, virtually identical. The type of 
field discussed by Chandrasekhar and Kendall, who state that it is the most 
general solution of the Beltrami equation, is given in effect by 
x = v x (au), 
where a is a constant vector and 
(2.12) 
(V2 + P)U = 0. (2.13) 
It follows immediately that, if W is any vector satisfying the differential 
equation 
(VZ + P)W = 0, (2.14) 
a possible choice for X is V x W. This follows by putting a equal to i, j, K 
successively and the fact that the equations are linear. 
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There is, however, another form of solution, not mentioned by 
Chandrasekhar and Kendall. This is given by Ref. [4]: 
where 
For this 
x = v x (rU), (2.15; 
(Vz + m2)U = 0. (2.16; 
K = V x (YU) - m-lV x (V x (rU)) (2.17: 
= ---I X VU - mrU. (2.18; 
In the form (2.18) K is immediately expressed in terms of radial and transverse 
components. Another form (4) which satisfies Eq. (2.11) is 
x = v x (V x (YU)), (2.19) 
where U satisfies Eq. (2.16). 0 n substituting in Eq. (2.10) and using Eq. (2.1 l), 
it will be seen that this solution is not fundamentally different from that given 
by Eq. (2.18). 
The question arises naturally as to whether these forms of solution can be 
applied to the more general problems defined by Eqs. such as (2.7) and (2.8). 
Solutions of the form V x W cause no difficulty. The solution of the equation 
-Vx(VxX)+m2X=V2X+m2X=C, (2.20) 
when C is of the form V x F, is clearly given by 
x=vxw, 
where 
(V2 + m2)W = F. (2.21) 
For a solution of this type to hold V . C must vanish. If C is of the form 
V x (t-F), in addition, 
c, = 0, g (sin 8C,) + + = 0 
and 
8F 
- = sin 9C, , 
a+ 
aF -c - = 
ae *I 
C and F being written in spherical coordinate form. When this holds, 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
x = v x (TV), (2.24) 
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where 
(V2 + m2)V = F. (2.25) 
Equation (2.25), and hence Eq. (2.21) can be solved by means of the Green’s 
Function. If G(r, r’) is the solution of 
(V2 + m2)G = S(r - r’), (2.26) 
which obeys suitable conditions, and for the validity of this method of solution, 
the fact that G must be even in m must be one of them, the solution of 
Eq. (2.25) is given by 
V(r) = j- G(r, r’) F(r’) d7’. (2.27) 
As an illustration, consider the problem in which V is required to vanish 
at infinity. This is, therefore, true of G, and so it is not difficult to see that the 
appropriate Green’s function is 
G(r, r’) = _ & ??t$, 
where 
R=r-Y’ 
=+j$). 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
This vanishes at infinity, and is even in m as required. 9 denotes the imaginary 
part. It follows from Stratton [5] that 
G(r, r’) = $9 2 (2n + l)P,(cos y)j,(mr_)h~‘(mr+), (2.30) 
Tl=O 
where 
where 
r_ = min(r, Y’), 
r - max(r, r’), +- 
= 2 2 (2n + l)p,(cos y).Ldmr-h&r+), 
?Z=O 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
i * i’ = cos y (2.33) 
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and where [6] 
(E~=l,z=O;E~=2,z>o), (2.34) 
A$, j, , yn are spherical Bessel Functions, e.g., 
Let 
F(r) = 5 f Pnz(cos B)[E,,(r) sin & + F,,(r) cos Z#] (2.35) 
n=o z=o 
V(Y) = t i Pnz(cos B)[U,,(r) sin ZC# + V,,(Y) cos Z#]. (2.36) 
n-o z=o 
Using the fact that 
it follows that 
(V2 + m2)V = f i P,l(cos e) 
n--O z-0 
x [[$A& (ya2g) + (m2 - “‘“f “) unz/ sinz$b 
+ 14 -g (y2 -$) + (m2 - “CnyT l) ) vnzl cos z+]. 
Substituting in Eq. (2.25), it follows, because of the orthogonal properties 
of spherical harmonies, that 
4% (I~-$$) + (ma - "'"s ') ) U,,, = E,, , (2.38a) 
4; (y2+) + (ma - +It; ') ) V,, = Faz. (2.38b) 
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It follows, therefore, by the usual techniques that 
U,&) = j-a E,,(y’)j,(m~-)y,(my+)y’~ dy’, 
0 
(2.39a) 
V,,(Y) = [mF,t(~‘)j,(m~-)y,(m~+)~‘2 dr’. 
JO 
(2.39b) 
Here by virtue of Eq. (2.28) G, and hence V is an even function of m, the 
method is a possible one. 
3. SOLUTION IN TERMS OF GREEN'S DYADIC 
From Eq. (1.2) it follows that 
V x (V x K) + m(V x K) = V x @, 
whence 
(3.1) 
Vx(VxK)-mm2K=Vx@-m@=Y, (3.2) 
say. The approach of Sancer [8] will be followed. Consider an operator 
defined by 
L = (V x V X -m2). (3.3) 
Green’s Dyadic G satisfies the relation 
LG = IS(t - ro), (3.4) 
where I is the unit dyadic (G = G(Y, yo) = G(Y, , Y)). In free space, the 
solution of the Eq. (3.4) is given by 
G = (I + m-sVV)#, (3-5) 
where # is as defined in Section 1. If a is a constant vector, 
G-a=a-G 
L(G - a) = (LG) * a = a S(Y - ro). 
Now 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
K.L(G*u)-(G*u)*LK 
= V * {[V x (G * a)] x K - [V x K] x (G - a)}. (3.7) 
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The left side of Eq. (3.7) is equal to 
K . a S(Y - Y,,) - a . G . LK = a . {K S(r - ro) - G . Y}. (3.8) 
Thus integrating over the volume V, 
a - 
I 
[K(r) S(r - ro) - G 9 YJ dr 
= 
s 
V . {[V x (G . a)] x K - (V x K) x (G . u)} dr. (3.9) 
Using Green’s Theorem and the fact that 
V x (G . u) = V# x a, 
the right side of Eq. (3.9) becomes 
(3.10) 
I d&*{(V$ x u) x K-(V x K) x (G-u)} s 
=a. 1 (V#)x(d&xK)-j-dch[(VxK)xG].u. 
S 
a, although constant is arbitrary, and so 
K(r,) = K&o) + $ [(Vg) x (dd x K) - daf * (V x K) x G], (3.11) 
S 
where 
K&J = / G . Y dT. (3.12) 
v  
In a sense, Kt may be regarded as the field due to the “sources” Y within the 
volume, and the surface integral as the scattered field. From Eq. (1.2), an 
alternative expression for K(ro) is given by 
K(r,) = K,(Y,) + s, (V$) x (dd x K) - dslz . [(Sp - mK) x Gj. (3.13) 
It will be noted that if da? x K vanishes on S, i.e., K is parallel to the normal 
to s, 
K(Y,) = K,(r,) - 1 d& . (@ x G) (3.14) 
S 
and K is given entirely in terms of @. 
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APPENDIX 
For a time variation eiUt, Maxwell’s equations for a nonconducting medium, 
with the usual notation, are 
V x H - iweE = J, (A.la) 
V x E + iwpH = 0. (A.lb) 
Writing 
@=i 
it follows that 
VxK+mK=@. (A4 
When, however, there is ohmic conduction as well, Maxwell’s equations 
become 
V x H - iweE - aE = J, (-4 w 
V x E + iwpH = 0. (A.3b) 
Following Zin [3], write 
K= E-/-AH, 
and so 
v x (E + AH) - A(iwc + 0) (E - x(oiyiwE) H) = Al. 
If 
m = -X(u + iwe), 
CD = A], 
then 
VxK+mK=@. 
These are two possible values of X, given by 
h=f P E - iulw ’ 
the corresponding values of m being 
*w dp(c - b/w). 
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Thus the electromagnetic field is determined by two quantities K+ , K- 
defined by 
V x K+ + mK+ = 0,) (A.4a) 
V x K--mK-=a-, (A.4b) 
where 
Kk=E&i ’ H 
E -b/w ’ 
m = w 1/p(~ - h/w), (A-5) 
@* = fi 
4 
’ J E - b/w * 
Thus the Eqs. (A.3) are equivalent to the Eqs. (A.4) when 
E = 4(K+ + K-1, 
H=$ ’ -; w (K+ - KS). 
(A.6a) 
(A.6b) 
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